Unified nonlinear spinorfield models are self-regularizing quantum field theories in which all observable (elementary and non-elementary) particles are assumed to be bound states of fermionic preon fields. Due to their large masses the preons themselves are confined and below the threshold of preon production the effective dynamics o f the model is only concerned with bound state reactions. In preceding papers a functional energy representation, the statistical interpretation and the dynamical equations were derived and the effective dynamics for preonantipreon scalar boson states and three-preon fermion (and anti-fermion) states was studied in the low energy as well as in the high energy limit, leading to a functional energy representation of an effective Yukawa theory (with high energy form-factors). In this paper the effective dynamics of two-preon composite vector bosons is studied. The weak m apping o f the functional energy representation of the spinorfield on to the functional energy representation for the effective vector boson dynamics (with interactions) produces a non-abelian SU (2) local gauge theory (Yang-Mills theory) for a triplet of mass-zero vector bosons in the tem poral and Coulomb gauge. This special gauge is enforced by the use o f the energy representation and is com patible with the nonlinear Yang-Mills dynamics (and quantization). A part from the non-abelian Gauss-law all other field laws and constraints directly follow from the m apping procedure. The non-abelian Gauss-law is a consequence of the relativistic invariance o f the effective dynamics.
Introduction
Unified nonlinear spinorfield (NSF) models are quantum field theories in which all observable (elementary and non-elementary) particles are assumed to be bound states of elementary fermion (preon) fields. In such models the existence and the processes of observable particles are governed by the formation and reactions of relativistic composite particles, i.e. o f multi-preon states, while elementary preons are confined. Thus a relativistic composite particle quantum (field) theory is needed in order to describe the physics of observable particles. Although numerous efforts were made in the past to develop such a relativistic composite particle theory no satisfactory and systematic answers have so far been obtained in the literature for the solution of this problem. Therefore a research program has been started by the author and collaborators in this field. In particular, a composite particle theory has been developed with respect to unified NSF models, but the results obtained there can be transferred to other types of models equally well. In this paper this investigation of composite particle physics in NFS models is continued. NSF models are formulated by dynamical laws for selfcoupled fermion fields only. If selfcoupled fermion fields are described by NSF equations with first order derivatives (FDNSF) and local inter actions the corresponding quantum field theories are non-renormalizable. To circumvent this nonrenormalizability, higher order derivative nonlinear spinorfield (HDNSF) equations can be used. These equations exhibit selfregularizing properties but lead to indefinite metric in the corresponding state spaces. Thus in these models the treatment of composite particle theory is partially merged with the solution of problems related to the special model under consideration. This is the prize one has to pay for the extreme simplicity of HDNSF models connected with the assumption that only elementary fermions are the constituents of matter. 1, 2, 3, 4] , the most urgent problem is the investigation o f effective interactions between bound states, i.e. relativistic composite particles. In particular, it has to be proved that relativistic composite particles represent ing observable "elementary" particles satisfy in certain approximations the corresponding gauge theories etc. which govern the reactions of these particles if they are considered to be elementary and pointlike. A first step in this direction was per formed by the author [5] where it was demonstrated that the effective interactions of composite fermions and composite scalar bosons in an HDNSF model lead to a Yukawa theory in the low energy range while in the high energy range formfactor correc tions appear. The mathematical techniques used for these investigations was a "weak mapping" of the HDNSF model on to a Yukawa theory. In this paper we investigate the weak mapping o f an HDNSF model on to a Yang-Mills theory, i.e. we study the effective dynamics of massless vector bosons for the case of a non-abelian local SU(2) gauge group. In doing so, it has to be emphasized that this local gauge group is a result of the bound state manyparticle dynamics and that it is not incorporated a priori in the HDNSF model. So by the same method and with the same model it has to be expected that one can also derive an S\J(N) local gauge group effective dynamics if the bound states exhibit a corresponding appropriate many-particle structure. But the treatment of this problem is post poned to subsequent investigations.
The idea of generating relativistic composite particles, in particular gauge bosons by fusion of elementary relativistic fermions was inaugurated by Jordan [6] who inferred the compositeness o f the photon on the basis of a statistical argument. Sub sequently de Broglie [7] put forth the proposal that the photon is composed of a neutrino and an anti neutrino. This proposal was further developed and modified by Jordan [8] , Kronig [9] and other authors. Later on, Fermi and Yang [10] proposed the pion to be a relativistic composite particle formed by a nucleon-antinucleon bound state and finally in the theory of fusion of de Broglie [11] and in the FDNSF approach of Heisenberg [12] any existing boson is assumed to be a bound state of elementary relativistic fermions or fermion fields respectively. The radical assumption of de Broglie and of Heisenberg was not generally accepted. Due to the development and the great success of gauge theories and the introduction of supersymmetry it is a widespread belief that gauge bosons are elemen tary objects. Nevertheless in the course of the development of high energy physics an increasing number of bosons and gauge bosons which were initially assumed to be elementary turned out to be composite objects. For instance, in quantum chromodynamics all mesons are quark-antiquark composites etc. and gluons are elementary. How ever, on the preon level gauge gluons are preon composites and also the electroweak gauge bosons are assumed to be composites. For a review of the extensive literature about preon models see Lyons [13] . Thus the problem of compositeness leads to the problem whether there is at all a final microscopic quantum field theory with elementary objects and whether these objects are only fermions or fermions and bosons. With respect to our model we assume the de Broglie-Heisenberg hypothesis to be valid, but as already emphasized the methods applied here can also be applied to models where elemen tary bosons occur.
At the beginning of the theory of composite bosons the mechanism of the formation of relativ istic multi-fermion bound states was unclear and the authors argued by means of general kinematical considerations. But since the discovery of the BetheSalpeter equation an enormous number of papers was published which used this equation or similar equations for the study of relativistic bound states. However, in spite of this enormous effort this line of research did practically contribute nothing to the problem of effective interactions of bound states. Rather the attempts to develop a theory of effective interactions were performed along a quite different line.
The early approach to describe a composite photon was done by means of operators. A photon operator was assumed to be a product of a neutrino and an anti-neutrino operator and the authors tried to show that such bilinear neutrino operator pro ducts satisfy the kinematics etc. of a quantized photon theory (or not), compare for instance Pryce [14] . This is the beginning of the strong mapping approach, i.e. the mapping by means of operator products as it was defined in [5] . As the formation of bound states is not only a kinematical phenomenon, such strong mappings were applied to interacting quantum fields. The first step in this direction was taken by Jouvet [15] . In analogy to the neutrino theory of light he studied the strong mapping between FDNSF models and Yukawa theories by means of local spinorfield operator products and their renormalization properties (Z3 = 0 equivalence theorem). Later on more sophisticated methods to perform strong mappings were introduced which, however, finally led to the same conclusions as already drawn by Jouvet. The major part o f these papers is concerned with the study o f a strong mapping between FDNSF models and Yukawa theories and only a minor part is concerned with the study of strong mappings for other types of models or other types of composite particles, in particular gauge bosons. In [5] a review of all these papers was given. Therefore in this paper we restrict ourselves to cite only those papers which treat strong map pings in connection with gauge bosons.
Attempts to establish the photon as a collective excitation of an FDNSF model and to prove an equivalence between this FDNSF model and QED by comparison of propagators were made by Bjorken [16] In spite of the great effort which has been devoted to the problem of strong mapping between NSF models and other field theories the results are unsatisfactory not only in one but in many respects. Thus since the early beginning of strong mapping procedures with the neutrino theory of light there is an ever increasing number of authors who critisized this procedure on account of various drawbacks. Before summarizing our own criticism with respect to this approach we cite the literature.
Pryce [14] showed that the neutrino theory of light, i.e. the strong mapping of neutrino fields on to photon fields leads to contradictions. Broido [35] demonstrated that the photon cannot be assumed to be a bound state of fermion-antifermion pairs within the framework of the Z 3 = 0 equivalence theorem, i.e. for strong mappings of FDNSF models on to Yukawa theories. Lurie [36] emphasized that the Z3 = 0 condition forces the renormalized coupling constant of the corresponding Yukawa theory to be zero, i.e. the strong mapping leads to vanishing interactions. Massidda and Tirapegui [37] studied the Z 3 = 0 equivalence theorem for models in lower dimensions and concluded that the strong mapping procedure does not lead to strict equivalence, which can be inferred by comparison of the spectrum of the models involved. La Camera and Wataghin [38] emphasized that the Z 3 = 0 condition is unaccept able. In spite o f preceding attempts to improve the neutrino theory of light, Strazhev [39] [42] pointed out that equivalence proofs are only possible if the FDNSF theories possess an ultraviolet-stable fixed point. However, Tamvakis and Guralnik [43] noticed that meaningful field theoretic models in four-dimensional space-time with nontriv ial fixed points wait to be discovered. Konisi and Takahashi [44] tried to improve the strong mapping procedures but arrived at the conclusion that in four dimensions nontrivial ghost fields appear in the case of the Z3 = 0 limit. Banks and Zaks [45] studied the possibility of strong mappings of FDNSF models by means of the path integral formalism and argued that such mappings lead to observable violation of Lorentz invariance and not to effective gauge theories. Their criticism refers to all preceding attempts in this field. Rembiesa [46] discovered that ghost poles in the Z 3 = 0 limit disappear only if double-charged collective bosons are admitted and neutral bosons are excluded. He further infers that the strong mapping procedure is only a way of defining an FDNSF model by means o f a Yukawa theory and not a genuine map between two indepen dently existing models. Sharatchandra [47] carefully studied the various regularization procedures required for making renormalization well defined. In order to get meaningful results he needs deriva tive coupling of infinitely high order in the currentcurrent spinorfield interaction, i.e. the common four fermion local interaction of FDNSF models cannot be mapped. Chiang, Chiu, Sudarshan and Tata [34] emphasized that the present equivalence proofs of FDNSF models and fermion-boson coupling theories by means of strong mappings need to be reexamined as they are not sufficient to ensure equivalence. A fact which they inferred from studies of mappings in the Lee-model. Nakanishi [48] critisized the bosonization of fermions and Ellwanger [49] stated that no exact method is available to demonstrate that fermion-antifermion condensation actually takes place in a given theory. He pointed out that not only one but several fixed points are required for con densation. Kerler [50] repeated his criticism as given in [40] . In a recent paper Holten [51] investigated the possibility of obtaining composite bosons in the framework of strong mappings. By taking special care of the infrared properties of various theories he concluded that no conventional scalar, spinor or vector fields lead to finite kinetic energy terms of the composite bosons in the effective (i.e. by strong mapping obtained) Lagrangians. The only candidate which might possibly allow strong mapping com posite bosons might be supergravity.
In addition to this criticism further objections can be raised to strong mapping procedures, which were partly discussed in [ Some of the difficulties encountered in the above approaches can be removed if HDNSF equations are used. In this case no emphasis is laid on the attempt to make nonrenormalizable NSF models via a map renormalizable. Rather one is interested to study the formation of various bound states. Dürr and Sailer [58] and Sailer [59] extensively studied the possibility of the deflation and inflation of the number of independent field variables in connection with the transition from coupling theories to NSF models and vice versa. They use HDNSF equations with nonlocal four-fermion interactions, the latter being equivalent to infinitely high order derivative coupling. Then by appropriate subtractions etc. they define local and nonlocal operator products as gauge boson operators and investigate symmetry breaking etc. Emphasis is laid on the mechanism of proliferation of fields and not on strong mapping itself. With respect to strong mapping these interest ing papers partially suffer from the drawbacks described above and the authors concede that so far inflation, i.e. the strong mapping of HDNSF models on realistic coupling theories has only been a program.
To circumvent all these difficulties connected with strong mapping procedures in [5] [74] showed that such a far reaching consequence cannot be drawn from the theorem mentioned above.
In the following we generate massless composite vector bosons by a suitable choice of coupling constants or fermion masses and mass differences of the basic HDNSF equation, in order to enforce vanishing mass eigenvalues of such bosons in the corresponding cluster equation. Usually massless particles are generated by a symmetry breaking mechanism, cf. Dürr and Sailer [58] , But these symmetry breaking mechanisms are in general noth ing more than the assumption that certain vacuum expectation values do not vanish and are thus identical with a mere adaption of constants. There fore in principle there seems to be no great differ ence between the two procedures. This point of view is supported by a paper o f Ahrens [75] who showed that the transition to vanishing masses suffices to produce all group theoretical peculiar ities of mass zero vector bosons which are required for a proper treatment of weak mapping.
In [5] the weak mapping was studied in the low energy limit as well as in the high energy limit for an HDNSF model with composite fermions and composite scalar bosons. The high energy limit is the more interesting one since in this limit formfactors appear which indicate the deviation from the local interactions of the phenomenological theory and which lead to new experimentally verifi able predictions. On the other hand, the evaluation of this limit requires a greater calculation effort. Since in this paper we are primarily and basically interested in the possibility of obtaining phenome nological non-abelian gauge theories by weak map ping procedures we do without the calculation of formfactors and restrict ourselves to the discussion of the low energy limit.
Fundamentals of the Model
The general unified nonlinear spinorfield model which is assumed to be the basis of the theory is defined by the field equations and taking into account the properties of the y-algebra we obtain from (1.6 a) and (1.6 b) the transformed equations (j = 1,2) 
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A Z Z 1Z 2Z 3 Z 4 and with the abbreviation We assume the spinorfield interaction term to be normal-ordered. Then by evaluating this term in the corresponding functional equation (1.17) we obtain the following formula
i.e. by the normal-ordering renormalization prescription the local terms Fl2j3dIt, Fl3i4dl2, Fl4j2dj3 (in connection with the definition of W) drop out.
Leading Term Approximation
Yang-Mills-fields are bosonic fields. In order to perform a weak mapping o f the quantized HDNSF model on such fields we consider only boson states of the corresponding cluster state spectrum of (1.1) and study their mapping behavior. Bosonic states can arise by the aggregation of 2 n ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . )  elementary fermions and (or) antifermions. There exist some indications that the realistic Yang-Mills bosons are composites of 6 fermions and (or) anti fermions. For a first step in this direction it is, however, convenient to avoid such rather com plicated 6-fermion states and to first discuss simple two-fermion states.
The weak mapping of a mixed spectrum of twopreon scalar boson states and of three-preon fermion states was discussed in [5] . 
Before discussing the various terms of (2.4) we apply to (2.4) the leading term approximation. According to [5] this approximation can be charac terized by two steps:
i) The complete set of cluster states, i.e. of scatter ing states as well as of bound states is reduced to the subset of bound states; ii) the complete set of transformed functional energy operator terms is reduced to the subset of highest magnitude terms.
While the first step is justified by energetic estimates (decoupling theorem, extremely heavy scattering state masses), the second step is justified by interaction estimates (perturbation theory, extremely small coupling constants). According to the calculations of [5] For the further evaluation of these terms their symmetry properties have to be carefully taken into account. We start with the discussion of (2.6). If (2.1) is substituted into (2.6), if the antisymmetry o f the boson wavefunctions C1 / = -Cfc1 is used and if it is observed that any coefficient function of the product jjjr is reduced to its antisymmetric part, then by a straightforward calculation it can be shown that (2.6) yields
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is used. According to [5] the dual relation of (2.1) reads
and if this relation is substituted into (2.9) we eventually obtain
where due to the approximation step i) the summation over K' and K is extended only over the bound boson states. In a similar way the term (2.7) can be treated and we obtain I RFr(WhxL ,L ,C fr ''-W^u u C P ) C k * b r^-l r (2.13)
which is ready for direct evaluation.
In order to explore the meaning o f (2.8) we ob serve that after substitution of (2.1) this term con tains the direct product o f four fermion source op erators and thus by means of (2.11) of two boson source operators. Furthermore, it can be shown that the direct product bK <8> bK■ can be expressed in terms of bK". From this it follows that (2.8) finally 
Low Energy Boson States

The weak mapping of the self-interacting preon field on a (self-interacting) composite boson field is defined by the functional relations (2.1) and (2.2). For an evaluation o f this map the general explicit form of the boson wavefunctions of (2.1) is needed.
According to the leading term approximation only the bound states have to be taken into account and thus only these states have to be discussed. Further more, for the purposes o f a first investigation of this map it suffices to consider its low energy limit. In this case it is easy to derive the general explicit form of the wavefunctions under consideration. In order to perform this derivation we have to abandon the formal notation o f (2.1) and to replace it by a full indexing. {(A, A) = (1, 1)(1, 2)(2, 1)(2, 2)} -{ x = 1,2, 3 (1.11), (1.16) . Under the assumptions about the wavefunctions which were made above, from (3.14) we then obtain the expression
The general index / of (2.1) is defined by / := (r, Z) = (r, a, A, i, A). For the following inves tigation it is convenient to combine the isospin index A and the superspin index A into a single index x by means o f the map (A, A) -* ■ x, i.e. by
By means of (3.11) the summations over r and r' can be explicitly evaluated and yield 
where it has to be emphasized that this expression contains not only the kinetic energies of the preon constituents but also (in a suitable approximation) their internal cluster interaction energy. In contrast to the interaction free equations in ordinary space of de Broglie The only drawback of this method is the fact that the Gauss-law dßFßo = 0 follows from the require ment of relativistic invariance and not by dynamical considerations. However, from the simple example of the interaction-free Bargmann-Wigner equations one learns that the Maxwellian linear Gauss-law can also be derived from the field equations if one does not insist on the use of the energy representation. Rather, in accordance with our postulate, this Gauss-law follows from a manifest relativistic invariant map of the relativistic field equations. Such a manifest relativistic invariant map can be managed for the simple interaction-free BargmannWigner equations, but it is at present beyond the scope of our experiences with maps of functional equations for fully selfinteracting spinorfields. Thus is may be hoped that further progress in this field will render superfluous the derivation of the Gausslaw by the postulate of relativistic invariance.
